Mazza Immobilier

11-13 boulevard du Jardin Exotique

98000 Monaco

Tel + 377 97 77 35 35
Fax + 377 97 70 08 36
www.mazza-immobilier.com

PRIME OFFICE CENTER - Formule Primo
Sole agent

For Rent Monaco

500 € / month

Formule Primo - Reserved for the activities in personal name
Type

Office

Building

Le Bettina

Number of rooms

Other properties

District

Jardin Exotique

Ref

POC Primo résident

Formula of address reserved to personal name activities without employee, without limitation of time, at the starting up
and/or following start up formula or further to any other address.
Included in the formula :
- Address of the activity
- Job station in a shared office (1 day/week)
- Phone equipement
- Allocation of a Monaco phone number
- Access spaces out multimedia (Photocopier, scanner, fax...)
- Enjoyment of common spaces
- High speed internet (wifi § cable)
- Rent :500 € HT/month

https://www.chambre-immo.monte-carlo.mc/en/fiches/33552/
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This document does not form part of any offer or contract. All measurements, areas and distances are approximate.
The information and plans contained herein are believed to be correct, however, their accuracy is not guaranteed.
The photographs show only certain parts of the property at the time they were taken. This offer is subject to change of price or other conditions, without prior notice.
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